Street Zero A Coilover Systems

Upper mount included, Full Bottom Bracket Independent Height Adjustment
40 Step Damper Adjustable with wide-range valve tune.
Ample stroke length to assure ample ride comfort and superb precision over undulations.
Silent, noise-free mount bushings.
Independently customized tune for each platform.
ISO9001/ASEA standard manufacturing process, Made in-house with Japanese craftsmanship
Compatible with eCon2 Electronic controller systems, *sold separately

Height Adjustable Range: Front -15~45mm / Rear -30~55mm (-40F/-50R Shown in Photo Below)
Spring Rates: Front 6kg/mm , Rear 4.8 kg/mm

- Compatible with Toyota C-HR (2018 All grades)
- Part #: 1A7-62N-CN
- JAN: 4996338058171
- MSRP: 160,000 JPY
License Plate Stay

Part #: 00B-550-AL
JAN Code: 4996338001610
MSRP: 4,000 JPY

(Pre Drilled for Japanese Plates)

Headlight Leveler Adjustment Rod

Made for HID/LED Auto Leveling Headlight Controller
Allows for adjustments on HID/LED leveling correction for lowered height C-HR, for proper vision and aim.
Mounts to the OEM location at rear suspension.

Part# 00B-628-C
JAN Code: 4996338049964
MSRP: 5,000 JPY
Rear Upper Arm
Camber Adjustment - Turn-Buckle Thread
Heavy Duty Noise-Free Rubber Bushings
Adjustment Range 55–59mm depending on application

Part #: 1A1-474-L
JAN Code: 4996338024329
MSRP: 46,000 JPY

Front Lower Power Brace
Front Unibody Reinforcement to provide linear response on C-HR with upgraded suspension components. Increasing precision, and comfort by keeping the underpinning attachment points more secure, and rigid.

Part#: 1A1-492-F
JAN Code: 4996338048516
MSRP: 23,000 JPY

Center Power Brace
Mid Section bracing to keep the Front to Rear torsional rigidity in check, allowing a softer suspension setting to be used without sacrificing precision and agility, and in performance applications,

Part #: 1A1-492-C
JAN Code: 4996338048523
MSRP: 25,000 JPY

Rear Power Brace
Attachment points for suspension locators are reinforced for increased precision under loads, providing refinements in steering accuracy at the rear, and allowing higher capacity of loaded forces for performance applications.

Part#: 1A7-492-R
JAN Code: 4996338048646
MSRP: 14,000 JPY

Tow Hook
Front and Rear applicable
Rated for full load support and competition use
Vehicle Specific length and compatibility

Part #: 1A7-017-F
JAN Code: 4996338061973
MSRP: 9,800 JPY
Front Strut Tower Bar (Type OS)
Cusco Original High Quality Front Brace to reinforce the engine compartment
Aluminum alloy Type OS Type 3 hollow secion rod, steel coated end plates
PART # 1A7-540-A JAN Code: 4996338039194 MSRP; 15,000 JPY
* Right Hand Drive Fitment ONLY. (Left Hand Drive under development TBD)

Stabilizers (Sway Bars) Front and Rear
Increased spring rate, optimized for use with Cusco Street Zero A systems. Reduction in excess body roll, while still preserving enough weight transfer for tactile handling. 131% Front, and 125% Rear increase efficacy over stock.
Front 28mm / Rear 26mm